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ON INFINITESIMAL DEFORMATIONS OF CLOSED

HYPERSURFACES

BY Yosio MUTO

§ 1. Introduction.

In the present paper we study the effect of infinitesimal deformations of (1) a
closed orientable hypersurface in an orientable Riemannian manifold and (2) a
closed hypersurface in a Euclidean space on some integrals.

Let M be an O+l)-dimensional orientable Riemannian manifold and M' be a
closed orientable hypersurface in M whose equations are given by

in local coordinates. We use indices h, i, jy k for M and a, b, c, d for M1 ', hence
h, i,j, k run over the range {1, •••,«+!} and a, b, c, d over the range {1, •••, ή}. As
usual Ba

h means dax
h where da=dldua. gba=BbiBahQίh=Bl^Qίfι are the components

of the first fundamental tensor of Mf. The unit normal vector is denoted by Nh

and the reciprocal of the matrix (Ba

h, Nh) by (Ba

h, JVΛ). V means the Van der
Waerden-Bortolotti differential operator, hence Ft>Ba

h=ht,aN
h, PbN

h=—hb

aBa

h where
hba are the components of the second fundamental tensor of M'.

§2. Infinitesimal deformations.

Let JAf be a set of hypersurfaces M'(f), Q^t<ε, where ε is a sufficiently small
positive number and M'(Q)=M'. We assume that the local coordinates of the
points of M'(0 are given by

xh=xh(ua,t)

in M. We also assume that xh(ua, t) are C°° functions and the mapping φ(ί)\
M'(ΰ)-*M'(f) induced by

(2.1) a*(ua, 0)—a*(uΛ, t)

is diffeomorphic, ua being local coordinates of M'(t) in UΓ(M'(t) for some neighbor-
hood U of M and for all fe[0,e). φ(f) is a deformation of M'.

We define ξh(ua) by
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(2.2) ίΛ(«β)

where dt=d/dt and ( )0 means ( )ί=0. ζh(ua) is the vector field of an infinitesimal
deformation.

The infinitesimal deformation Dgba, of the metric of Mf associated with the
vector field ξh will be denoted by _D6α. If 0&α(#,0 is the metric tensor of Mf(t),
Dύa, is given by

(2.3) Aα = (dί06α(«,0)o

for we have (2. 1). Since gt>a(u, t) is given by

we obtain

hence

(2. 4) Dto=V&BΛ

hgto+VJ*BJ>gih.

If ΛfΛ(^, /) is the unit normal vector field of M 7GO, we have

9aa?*(«, f)gih(x(u, ty)Nh(u, 0=0,

hence

SβPflto^+Bα'e^^

on Mr. From this we obtain

(2. 5)

where PΛ is defined by

on M7 and will be called the infinitesimal deformation of the unit normal vector.
From (2. 5) and NίP

ί=-0 we obtain

(2.6) Ph=-Ba

hNΨaξi.

§3. Deformation of some integrals on a hypersurface in a Riemannian
manifold.

Let us first consider the total volume of Mr,

V=( dV
JM>
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where dV=(άet(gba))1/2du1 "dun. It is known that the infinitesimal deformation
of this integral, namely,

S
def Γ d C Ί

dv=\4ϊ\ dv\M' \_ at Jjf'CO Jo

is given by

(3.1) -M ObaDbadV.
A JM'

Substituting (2. 4) into (3.1) and using Green's theorem, we get

ί BaΨ
aζidV=-( ξj7ΛBjdV

JM' JM'

hence

(3. 2)

Thus we obtain the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. 1. Let Mf be a closed orientable hypersurface in an orientable
Riemannian manifold. A necessary and sufficient condition that the total volume
of M' be critical for every infinitesimal deformation such that

(3.3)

is that the mean curvature be constant on Mf.

Let us calculate the deformation Dhba of the second fundamental tensor.
Let htκι(u, f) be the second fundamental tensor of M'(f). Since we have

in M'GO, we get

(3. 4) dthUu, t)= -(

By straightforward calculation we get
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where K^f- is the curvature tensor of M. Thus we have

*(3. 5)

on Mf. From (3. 4) and (3. 5) we get

(3. 6) Dhba= -

From (3. 6) we get

hence

(3. 7) Dh= - [-7a

ιl/

where h is the mean curvature.
Let us calculate deformation of the integral of the mean curvature over the

hypersurface M* ', namely,

DH=D\ hdV

Substituting (2. 4) and (3. 7) into the last member and using Green's theorem,
we get

DH= — ( [-
n jM'
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As we have

we get after some calculation

Substituting the equations

which are derived from the equations of Codazzi, into the last member, we get

(3.8)
n

If we use the scalar curvature fK of M', we can write (3. 8) in the form

(3.9)

for the equations of Gauss state that

Thus we obtain the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 3. 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that the integral of
the mean curvature over an orient able closed hyper surf ace Mf in an orient able
Riemannian manifold M be critical for any infinitesimal deformation such that

is that K—'K—KkjN
kNJ be constant on M'. A necessary and sufficient condition that

the integral of the mean curvature over Mf be critical for any infinitesimal defor-
mation is that the following equation be satisfied on M' ,

If M is an Einstein space, K and KkjN
kN] are constant. Hence we obtain the

COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that the integral of the mean
curvature over an orientable closed hypersurface M' in an orientable Einstein space
M be critical for any infinitesimal deformation such that
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is that the scalar curvature rK of M' be constant.

§ 4. Deformation of a closed hypersurf ace in Euclidean space.

Let us consider the case where M is a Euclidean space En+1.
Let H(X) and H^λ) be defined by

(4.1)

(4. 2) Hύ

a(λ)(hc*-λδ»)=δ?H(λ)

and put

(4. 3) HW=Hn+λHn-l+ +λn-1H1+(-X)*.

From (4. 2) we get

As we have f7

ahc

b=Pcha

b by virtue of the Codazzi equations and as we have

we get

hence

(4.4)

Differentiating Hb

a(λ)(hac-λdc

a)=dc

bH(λ) covariantly, we also obtain

hence

(4.5)

by virtue of the Codazzi equations and FcH(λ)=Ht>a(λ)Pcha!>.
Now let us calculate deformation of the integral of H(X) over Mf.
As we have (2. 4) and

we get
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+

by virtue of (3. 6) and Kkjih=Q. By Green's theorem the last member becomes

where we have used (4. 4) and (4. 5).

As we have

we get

D\H(λ)dV

hf+HJ>(λ)hb«ha*\Ni?.

We easily get
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and the first integral containing Be

ίξ
i vanishes.

Thus we obtain

(4. 6) D\H(λ)dV=\[-hc'
:H(λ)+Ha\λ)htlι:h

ac}Niξ' dV.
J J

On the other hand we have

and

^= -hcΉ(λ)+(hc

c-nλ)H(λ)+2nλH(λ)+λ*Ha

a(λ)

Άa(λ) ~dλ dλ

hence

= Σ (n-m)Hn-mλm+1

m=0

where we have used (4. 3).
Substituting this identity into (4. 6) we get

= I] (n-m)(Hn-mNtξ*dVλm+\
m=0 J
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hence

(4. 7) D\H,4V=0,
j

(4. 8) DHn^mdV=(n-m+l)Hn-m+ιN^dV (m=l, -, »).

Thus we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. 1. Let Mf be a closed hypersurface in a Euclidean space En+1 and
let H(λ) and Hm be defined by (4. 1) and (4. 3). // ξh is a vector field of an
infinitesimal deformation of the hypersurface M' and D is the symbol of the defor-
mation induced by ζh, then HoyHlt ~',Hn satisfy (4. 7) and (4. 8).

(4. 7) states that the integral of det (hb

a) over the hypersurface M' is a topo-
logical invariant. This is a well-known fact, the integral being equal to the volume
integral of Sn multiplied by the degree of mapping of the Gauss map φ: M'-*Sn

induced by the unit normal vector field Nh.
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